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Cover art: "Dream"
iium: Watercolor and Colored Pencil
The cover was designed by Danielle Krause, a senior art and psychology student at 
Grand Valley State University.
The work started as a class assignment to depict one's interpretation of a dream. 
The figures portrayed are Krause and her friends, though their faces are obscured. 
by masks. The lyrics that run through this piece are from the song, "Sweet Dreams," 
which was first sung by the Eurythmics, but remade by Marilyn Manson.
Though Krause also works in pen and ink, colored pencils and oils, she said she 
prefers the whimsical feeling offered by watercolors.
Krause said she has always has a passion for art in her life, and hopes to work as 
an art therapist post-college.
"I knew I wanted to do art and help people with my background of working in a 
nursing home,' Krause said. "In third grade my art teacher really encouraged me to 
stick with art and I've been doing that ever since.'
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May
"Patience" by Gilbert and Sullivan at 7:30 p.m. at the Wealthy Theatre.
Student tickets $5, adults $15.
Student Nurses Association First Spring Fling Charity Ball 
at 6 p.m. at the GVSU Alumni House. Tickets $25 at the door.
West Michigan Bluegrass Music Association 14th annual Mayfest. Stage 
shows begin at 6 p.m. at the Kent County Fairgrounds. Day pass $15. Visit 
http://www.wmbma.org.
John Ball Zoo Summer Opening Celebration from 9 a m. to 6 p.m.
Bruce in the USA - Springsteen Tribute Band at 6:30 p.m. at The Intersection.
Tickets $10.13 advance, $ 14 day of show.
The Falcon on Film at 7 p.m. at the Wealthy Theatre. Event will feature the 
documentary "The Maltese Falcon: One Magnificent Bird."
Durer Rembrandt: The Story of the Bible" at the GRAM. College students with
ID $7, adults $8. Friday nights $5.
’Guys and Dolls' at 8 p.m. at the Circle Theatre. Tickets $25.
“Blue Man Group: Making Waves" exhibit from 9:30 a.m. to 8 p.m. at the 
Grand Rapids Children's Museum. Admission $6.50. Thursday nights from
5 p.m. to 8 p.m. admission $1.50.
Grand Rapids Parade of Homes from 1 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
in various locations. Tickets $12.
Led Zeppelin: Greatest Hits Laser Light Show at 9 p.m., Pink Floyd: The Dark 
Side of The Moon Laser Light Show at 10 p.m. at the Grand Rapids Public
Museum. Admission $7 per show.
Sunday Night Funnies comedy show at 8 p.m. at 
The Landing Lounge in the Radisson Riverfront.
Memorial Day celebrations throughout West Michigan. See page 14
College Night starting at 10 p.m. at S Nightclub in Holland.
18+ permitted with $10 cover, 21+ $5.
Purely Hot Salsa Social Hour at 8 p.m. at The Armenta Studio 
in Grand Rapids. Admission $7.
Ladies Night at Monte's - Coach Purse Giveaway at Monte's. Registration 
deadline 11 p.m., drawing at 1 p.m. Doors open at 9 p.m. for 21+.
Downtown Grand Rapids Relay for Life from 1 p.m. 
May 29 to 1 p.m. May 30 at Ah-Nab-Awen Park.
12-Hour Comedy Improv Marathon from noon to midnight 
at the Master Arts Theatre.
Eighth annual Muskegon Film Festival all day at 
The Harbor Theater in Musekgon.
June
"History - 'A Mile at a Time" from 9 a m. to 5 p.m. at The Gilmore 
Car Museum in Hickory Corners. Adult tickets $9.
"Calder in the Collection: 40th Celebration of La Grande Vitesse" 
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the GRAM. College students with ID $7,
adults $8. Friday nights $5.
"Willy Wonka" at 7:30 p.m. at the Grand Rapids Civic Theatre. 
Adult tickets $14, $12, $8 Children/Students $12, $10, $8.
“Noises Off" at 8 p.m. at the Circle Theatre in Grand Rapids.
Tickets $23.
West Michigan Whitecaps vs. Great Lakes at 7 p.m. at Fifth Third 
Ballpark in Comstock Park. Tickets $5-$10.
SPIN-A-THON from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Allendale Fieldhouse 
SPIN Studio. Donate $20 and ride for one hour. Donations benefit 
the American Diabetes Association.
40th Festival of the Arts in Grand Rapids. Starts at 11 a.m. Located 
at 300 Monroe Ave. NW.
Open Mic with host Gabrial James from 8:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. at 
Billy's Lounge. Sign up for bands starts at 8 p.m. No cover.
Huntington Rogue River Blues Series featuring the Weesil Malone 
Band at 7 p.m. at the downtown Rockford Pavilion.
18th annual Blues on the Mall Concert Series sponsored by Classic Rock 
97 WLAV from 5 p.m. to 10 p.m. in Rosa Parks Circle. Free.
A synchronized display of water and lights, the fountain is located on 
Dewey Hill on the north shore of the Grand River in Grand Haven. Nightly 
performances run until Labor Day, while Friday and Saturday night 
performances continue through September.
Starting times vary from 8:30 p.m. to 10:10 p.m. based upon the darkness 
behind Dewey Hill. A start time schedule and playlist is available at http:// 
www.grandhaven.org/news-and-events/musical-fountain-schedule/.
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Ottawa County heads
By Jenny Whalen
GVL Editor in Chief
In the '90s, the question 
was, “Where in the world is 
Carmen Sandiego?”
Now the Ottawa County 
Health Department has 
localized the search asking 
its residents, “Where in the 
county is Sam Minor?”
Minor, a four-foot cartoon 
cutout, is the icon of the 
department’s Communities 
Helping Ottawa Obtain a Safe 
Environment campaign. The 
CHOOSE campaign is geared 
toward educating adults on the 
consequences of providing 
alcohol to minors.
“We chose a scavenger hunt 
because we wanted to engage 
people and target the 21- to 
25-(year-old) market,” said 
Stephanie VanDerKooi. health 
educator of substance abuse 
prevention for CHOOSE.
For the seven weeks of 
the campaign, the cutout of 
Minor is placed at different 
restaurants and coffee houses 
throughout Ottawa County.
Participants in the 
campaign can friend Minor 
on Facebook and receive 
clues as to his location. Once 
located, the participant can 
take a photo with Minor in the 
location, upload it to Minor’s 
Facebook page and receive a 
coupon to be redeemed at the 
location where the cutout was 
found.
According to Michigan 
law, the punishment for 
supplying alcohol to a minor 
can be a maximum of $1 J()00 
and/or 60 days in jail.
“The number of MIPs has 
gone down in the area and 
that’s really what we want 
to do,” VanDerKooi said. 
“We started the campaign in 
October, but we’re going to 
wait to see if it has made a 
difference at the end.”
Working with the public 
relations firm Seyferth & 
Associates Inc., the health 
department kicked off the 
campaign at Grand Val ley State 
University’s Homecoming 
football game last fall.
Exchanging campaign
T-shirts for tailgaters’ e-mail 
addresses, phase one of the 
campaign was complete.
Now in phase two, the 
program has used those 
addresses to build a friend 
base for the campaign on 
Facebook.
“(Friend requests) have 
been steady,” said Andrea 
By I, who works at Seyferth 
& Associates Inc., and was 
hired by Ottawa County to 
help implement the campaign. 
“As people find out about 
it, I have steady numbers 
of friend requests coming 
in. It’s definitely a positive 
campaign.”
Minor’s Facebook page 
currently boasts more than 
300 friends.
The cutout will travel to 
eight different locations in the 
seven weeks of the campaign, 
which will wrap up June I.
“(The participating
locations) were really excited 
to be on board,” By I said. 
“You get positive relations 
with helping stop underage 
drinking as well as bringing
Student scholars begin summer studies
By Lauren Fitch
GVL Managing Editor
With classes, homework, 
extracurricular activities and a 
social life, students’ attention 
can be spread pretty thin 
during the school year.
The 
Student 
Summer 
Scholars 
program 
takes 
advantage 
the 
downtime
ofsummer Mendoza tones
b y
offering students the 
opportunity to focus their 
attention on a research project 
they may not have had the 
time or energy to do during the 
school year.
Susan Mendoza-Jones, 
co-director of S3 along with 
Steve Schlicker, said it is a rare 
opportunity for undergrads to 
engage in this type of research 
and creative process.
“Students have the 
freedom to pursue a project
they might not have been able 
to do before,” Mendoza-Jones 
said. “They can focus on one 
particular thing.”
For more than 10 years, S3 
has been partnering students 
and faculty advisers to explore 
any research question in which 
they are interested.
Mendoza-Jones said about 
50 groups usually apply and 20 
to 30 are selected, depending 
on the budget available.
Of the 30 projects selected 
this summer, interests 
range from sea surface 
temperature to the effects of 
caffeine on angelfish to the 
bobcat population in central 
Michigan.
“The deepest learning 
experience is to pursue 
research through a creative 
process,” Mendoza-Jones 
said. “It’s not about moving 
toward a final project. It’s the 
process of learning how to get 
there.”
Mendoza-Jones said the 
groups are required to make 
one or two presentations at the 
end of the summer, and the 
majority go on to make some
type of national presentation 
while a few have their work 
published.
Daniel Frobish, an assistant 
professor in Statistics, will be 
working with senior Kaitlyn 
Ratkowiak, on researching 
residential foreclosures in Kent 
County from a community 
perspective.
Both first-time participants 
in S3, the goal of their project 
is to determine the different 
factors leading up to a home 
foreclosure and find out if 
certain neighborhoods are 
more at risk than others.
“Getting students involved 
in real research gets them 
outside the traditional 
classroom environment,” 
Frobish said. “This lets them 
see what they learn in action, 
rather than just theoretical 
discussions. I really believe 
this can be the most valuable 
experience in their education"
S3 groups work at their 
own pace during the summer 
and present their results at the 
Summer Showcase, which 
will beheld Aug. 6. 
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search for Sam Minor
potential business to their 
respective (venues).”
Minor has already been 
spotted such places as the 
Allendale Campus and
Peppinos, and with local 
celebrities John Gonzales 
of The Grand Rapids Press, 
l^auren Stanton of WZZM and 
Michelle DeSelmsofFox 17.
Anyone interested in 
participating in the campaign 
can search and friend Sam 
Minor on Facebook.
editorial@ lanthorn com
Courtesy Photo / Andrea Byl
Sam’s travels: John Gonzales poses with Ottawa County's CHOOSE campaign icon Sam Minor at Peppino's.
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Courtesy Photo / lynn Bender
Team triumph: Bryan Wilkinson, Jess Sporte and Scott Cole are members of GVSU's wheelchair tennis team
Wheelchair tennis team 
seeks to boost team roster
By Matt Kuzawa
GVL Sports Editor
In its second year of existence, the Grand 
Valley State University wheelchair tennis team 
has found some success, but it has experienced 
a few bumps along the road.
“The challenge is recruiting and finding the 
athletes and encouraging them to try tennis,” 
said head coach Lynn Bender. “It can be 
intimidating as well. We break 
it down into levels for advanced 
players and beginning players, 
so that helps ease the fear of 
new players coming in.”
Two years ago, the program 
consisted of five players.
However, after a few went on 
to graduate, the program is left 
with only two or three players 
for next season.
“Next year might be tough,”
Bender said. “We’re hoping 
we can find another player or two somewhere 
around here and encourage them to try it.”
As the only university with a wheelchair 
tennis program in the Midwest, the program is 
still in the process of growing.
“Obviously being a new program we are 
trying to promote not only West Michigan 
athletes, we’re trying to search out the entire 
state of Michigan, as well as the Midwest, to 
recruit students with disabilities to attend Grand 
Valley,” Bender said.
However, there are several universities in the 
Midwest with wheelchair basketball programs. 
Bender said if GVSU had a basketball program 
or a quad-Rubgy team, the tennis program 
could piggy-back off those programs.
Despite the fact many athletes play 
basketball, wheelchair tennis is still a growing 
sport, said senior player Jess Sporte.
“It is becoming more popular simply
because it is growing and being seen by more 
wheelchair athletes,” she said. “Basketball is 
easy because all you need is a sports wheelchair, 
a basketball and hoops. Tennis is harder to start 
programs for because not only do you need the 
sports chair but you also have to buy rackets, 
tennis balls and sometimes court time.”
However, with more organizations starting 
up tennis programs that offer the tennis 
equipment for free, people are more willing to 
try tennis, Sporte added.
At GVSU, starting a 
program involves having 
four executive members 
plus a faculty liaison. So, to 
participate as a team at national 
competitions, there must be at 
least four players from GVSU. 
Having four players in one 
area that also attend the same 
university is rare, Sporte said.
“People with physical 
disabilities think just like 
able-bodied people because they are not 
cognitively impaired,” Sporte said. “A lot of 
times people underestimate us simply because 
of the wheelchair. Establishing wheelchair 
sports not only builds self-esteem for the 
wheelchair athlete but also shows other people 
our ‘normalcy’ if you will. We are athletic and 
competitive just like the rest of you."
This season, the team picked up its first 
tournament win in Tuscon, Ariz., defeating 
Arizona State University.
“The more that we can bring home hardware, 
and get ourselves out there, the more it’s going 
to help us in funding and recruiting,” Bender 
said.
If the program is unable to find more players, 
members will still be allowed to compete 
individually while representing GVSU.
sports@Umthorru'om
“Next year might be 
tough. We're hoping 
we can find another 
player or two 
around here... ”
LYNN BENDER
GVSU HEAD COACH
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EDITORIAL-----------------------------------
Summer losing
Though summer vacation may decimate 
the campus’ population, the university must 
reorganize its inner workings so as not to 
disregard or restrict the students who remain.
The Allendale Campus is a beautifully manicured ghost 
town during the spring and summer semesters, and Grand 
Valley State University's other campuses appear just as empty.
While signs of human life are few, almost 10 J(XX) students 
are actually enrolled for the spring and summer semesters.
Assuming many of these students are commuting to 
campus, it is understandable that GVSU’s food services and 
bus schedule have switched to summer hours. However, 
completely shutting down campus on the weekends may be 
taking the concept of conservation one step too far.
The few food services that are open during the week close 
before dinner and on the weekends.
Even Java City, which produces the coveted liquid energy 
so many college students depend on closes at 4 p.m.
Essential offices such as the Women’s Center remain open 
during the summer, but the Community Service learning 
Center goes on sabbatical.
During the fall and winter semesters, participating in 
community service can be difficult, however, students have 
ample time to do so during the summer months.
Thus, organizing even one or two service trips during the 
summer would be well worth the effort of the CSLC.
Though the library can be used by all students living 
locally, the Language Resource Center restricts its use to 
students enrolled in summer courses.
Students who attend the university during the summer 
deserve the same recognition given in the fall or winter 
semester, and GVSU should take the necessary steps to ensure 
that summer students do not lose access to any resources.
GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the 
Grand Valley Lanthorn opinion 
page is to stimulate discussion 
and action on topics of interest to 
the Grand Valley Community
Student opinions do not 
reflect those of the Grand Valley 
Lanthorn.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn 
welcomes reader viewpoints and 
offers three vehicles of expression 
for reader opinions: letters to the 
editor, guest columns and phone 
responses.
Letters must include 
the author's name and be 
accompanied by current picture 
identification if dropped off in 
person. Letters will be checked 
by an employee of the Grand 
Valley Lanthorn.
Letters appear as space 
permits each issue. The limit for
letter length is one page, single 
spaced.
The editor reserves the right 
to edit and condense letters and 
columns for length restrictions 
and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn 
will not be held responsible for 
errors that appear in print as a 
result of transcribing handwritten 
letters or e-mail typographic 
errors.
The name of the author may 
be withheld for compelling 
reasons.
The content, information and 
views expressed are not approved 
by nor necessarily represent 
those of the university, its Board 
of Trustees, officers, faculty and 
staff.
Valley Vote
1$ Vote online at Lanthorn.com, polls are updated weekly.
EDITORIAL CAR TOON
TO SURVIVE THE 
CURRENT JOB 
CLIMATE. ONE MUST 
BE PREPARED FOR 
THE CAREERS OF 
THE FUTURE.
GVI. STUDENT OPINION
Loss of diversity creates a bland university
I recently stumbled across a pretty 
old article on the Lanthorn Web site 
entitled, “Incoming class suffers drop 
in diversity, concerns officials.”
The article discussed the lack of 
diversity Grand Valley State University 
would be facing in the fall. The article 
was published last September within 
the first few weeks of the fall semester.
The article was one of the “most 
commented on” stories throughout the 
year on the Lanthorn Web site. Many 
of those comments professed a concern 
that our university had digressed due 
to its lack of diversity. There was also 
a comment from a concerned minority 
student who felt uncomfortable having 
numerous classes that lacked an ethnic 
pal for her to befriend.
Suggesting the university as a 
whole has digressed is a bit much.
Does the success of a university rest 
only on its ability to have a mixed-race 
student body? Integrity is still integrity 
regardless of color and I cannot help 
but feel that today’s era has tunnel
vision when it comes to the way we 
think about diversity.
Diversity is not synonymous or 
limited to the subject of race.
The comment about the lack of 
minority people in the room bothering 
one of the readers struck me as more 
of a digression than our university not 
being as diverse in 2008 as it was in 
2007.
Since when did our nation become 
separated by race so much, we feel we 
must keep with our own kind or else 
we feel uncomfortable? I will admit 
the thought of being the only minority 
has crossed my mind.
I once took the course. Literature 
of Minorities, which I knew would 
inevitably have a slave narrative that 
we would read and discuss.
I did feel uncomfortable being 
the only person of mixed race in the 
classroom but that was only because 
I knew the discussion of mulattos 
and quadroons would come up in our 
reading.
I was afraid I might be looked at 
a little more curiously than what 
1 would like. Other than that one 
isolated incident I have never 
particularly noticed whether a room 
is filled with particular colors of 
human beings.
Why are we limiting are scope so 
much? Race isn’t the only thing that
makes a university diverse. The main 
thing that will diversify a university 
is to have different people from 
different walks of life attending this 
school. Different experiences will 
make a true diversity.
I support a campus that is diverse 
— yet 1 would like to see what we 
consider "diverse" expanded.
What is the difference between a 
rich white kid, and a rich Black kid? 
Nothing other than they’re both rich.
Our university needs to send 
out recruiters into the city. If 
you want more diversity hit the 
cities — actually seek out the 
underrepresented and unknown 
talent.
Poverty doesn’t discriminate.
My idea of diversity goes far 
beyond percentages and skin color. 
There are many people who do not 
go to college because they cannot 
afford to go. Offer more funding, 
more scholarships and more financial 
aid to those in need. Reach out 
to those areas that our purposely 
overlooked. Find the potential 
waiting there to be discovered.
You will also find many of 
today’s youth willing to go to college 
if given the chance — so make 
diversity possible.
navery® lanthorn .com
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Fulton Street, GV offer fresh food in quick trips
Farmers’ markets 
abound in West 
Michigan’s cities
By Jenny Whalen
GVL Editor in Chief
As summer approaches, farmers’ 
markets are cropping up throughout 
the area to offer residents a fresh, 
local option for purchasing produce.
“Food grown locally is healthier,” 
said Sue Sloop, work life consultant 
in Grand Valley State University’s 
Human Resources. “We would 
really hope to increase awareness of 
supporting local growers and eating 
whole food.”
GVSU will host its farmers’ 
market again this year, running every 
Wednesday from June 10 through the 
end of September. The market will 
be open from 10 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. 
in Parking Lot F on the Allendale 
Campus.
“(The farmers’ market) is in 
line with (GVSU’s) sustainability 
mission,” Sloop said. “If we 
support our local farmers and local 
growers than we are practicing 
good sustainability. We’re part of a 
farming community, so if we support
the people who support us, it’s a good 
policy.”
The GVSU market will feature 
eight to 10 vendors offering various 
types of produce as they come into 
season, as well as plants, flowers, 
homemade products and jerky.
“Buying from Grand Valley’s 
farmers’ market is really all about 
eating local and eating healthy and 
it’s relatively inexpensive and its 
easily accessible,” Sloop said.
Another market in the area, which 
is already open, is the Fulton Street 
Farmers’ Market. The market at 
1145 E. Fulton St. opens at 8 a.m. 
and closes at 4 pxn. on Tuesdays, 
Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays.
Thirty-eight farms reserve weekly 
space at the Fulton Street market, 
but GVSU alumna and organizer 
of the market Melissa Harrington 
said during the course of the season, 
customers could see more than 100 
farmers present.
“You can get to know the farmers,” 
Harrington said. “You will learn how 
your food is raised, so there is a food 
safety aspect. You gain knowledge 
about your food and where it comes 
from.”
There is also the environmental
GVL / Jenny Whalen
Fresh foods: The Fulton Street Farmers' Market sells everything from flowers and fresh produce, to handmade goods and syrups
aspect, she said. Because it does not 
take as much fossil fuel to transport 
the food to the market, money is 
kept local, reinvigorating the local 
economy.
She added another benefit of the 
farmers’ market is consumers can 
learn the seasonality of their favorite 
foods. None of the produce at a
farmers’ market has been artificially 
ripened or shipped from more than 
100 miles away.
The Web site http://foodshed. 
net/farmersmarketshtml offers a 
complete listing of West Michigan 
farmers’ markets.
editorial@ lanthorn com
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Local: The market is at 1145 E. Fulton St.
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Guidance for playing the summer job scramble
By Susie Skowronek
GVL Laker Life Editor
On sidewalks and white boards 
across campus, the Web site http://www. 
workforstudents.com is written in chalk and 
marker - an employment advertisement for the 
Cutco Knife group Vector Marketing.
However, while the company guarantees 
around $15 per hour of work, some students 
may find themselves losing money while 
working for the company.
Searching “Vector Marketing” on Google 
brings up information on the company and its 
multiple Web sites, including an entire page 
dedicated to Cutco products. But, this query 
also reveals a large number of complaints 
about the company’s approach to student 
employment, including a petition against the 
company.
The company admitted to fraud in 
settlements with the Arizona Attorney General 
in 1992, the Wisconsin Consumer Protection 
Dept .ini 994 and the Austral ian Consumer and 
Competition Commission in 1999, according 
to http://www.spamlaws.com. In a 1992 
survey, of 940 Wisconsin Vector Marketing 
sales recruits, almost half lost money or earned 
no pay during their employment.
Vector Marketing Development Specialist 
Stephanie Weiser said the Wisconsin survey 
happened 17 years ago, and the company has 
made many changes since 
then.
“The survey does not 
hold much water today,” 
she said. “We’ve changed 
a lot of our practices. It was 
also misleading because it 
compared Vector to a full­
time job.”
Weiser added Vector 
representatives are
independent contractors, not 
employees. They work with 
the company but ultimately 
set their own schedules.
This kind of work cannot compare to a 40-hour 
position.
Grand Valley State University Career 
Services director Troy Farley said many 
college campuses still hesitate about Vector’s 
marketing techniques. Furthermore, the Career 
Services Center at GVSU does not endorse the 
advertisement of http://www.workforstudents. 
com on sidewalks, although Farley added he 
would not refuse an internship posting on the 
job board.
The Vector Web site had no information 
regarding the scam rumors. Instead the site 
sang praises of the sales position.
“It’s important to remember that the rewards 
are based on performance, rather than offering 
a guaranteed income,” read a statement on the 
site. “Your personal earnings can be variable 
and will depend on your effort.”
During the representative’s start-up process, 
the company collects a deposit of $135 plus
$14.25 Base-Appt.
•Flexible Schedules 
•Schoi.ii • t s Possible 
•Customer Sales/Service 
No Experience Necessary
•All Ages 17+ 
•Conditions Apply 
Locations Nationwide
WWWrWORKFQRS'TUDENTS.COM
S«e reverse lor tlx iocakon faarest you —
 ittiama
“This job is not 
for everyone. It's 
very challenging. If 
someone is looking 
for an easy summer, 
this is probably not for 
them.”
STEPHANIE WEISER
VECTOR MARKETING 
DEPARTMENT SPECIALIST
GVl Scan
Jobs: Flyers advertising summer work are distributed 
to college students by associates of Vector Marketing 
local tax for a sample of Cutco Knives. The 
deposit is described during the interview and 
the training, and the deposit is held by the 
corporate headquarters. Sales representatives 
can return the knives for their deposit at any 
time.
Vector recruits embark on a three-day 
unpaid training period in which they leam 
“skills for life” - networking, 
prospecting and financial 
management, Weiser said.
After their training 
period, representatives start 
practicing their sales pitches 
with the people they know.
“We encourage people to 
start with their family to get 
feedback, networking and 
referrals. Representatives 
will quickly start meeting 
people they don’t know,” 
Weiser said. “It teaches you 
how to network, which comes in handy when 
you are looking for a job. It’s really valuable no 
matter what you end up doing.”
However, restrictions apply - Vector will 
pay sales recruits only if they meet certain 
requirements for the sales pitch.
“Don’t waste time on people who are 
definitely not going to be customers. A 23-year- 
old bachelor is not usually interested in Cutco,” 
Weiser said. “Generally look for married 
homeowners.”
To make sure these requirements are met, 
managers may call clients to evaluate their 
sales representative’s performance.
Ultimately, Vector Marketing offers a job 
with no guarantees.
“This job is not for everyone. It’s very 
challenging,” Weiser said. “If someone is 
looking for easy summer, this is probably 
not for them.”
lokerlife® lanthorn xom
Students need not travel far from their 
apartments and dorms to earn valuable 
employment experience this summer. 
Engineering students can hone their skills 
working with the School of Engineering, 
while communications students have 
an opportunity to benefit others while 
learning about philanthropy.
Job: Engineering Co-op (PtfcC 
Endowment) m.
Organization: School of Engineering 
Schedule: Monday-Friday. 8 a.ffc -5 p.m. 
Hours per week: 40 
Wage: $10.72/hour ^ 
Qualifications: Must be engineering 
student. *
Application: In person ' - : ''0
Job: Foundation Review.Student Assistant 
Organization: GVStl Johnson Center for 
Philanthropy**^^
Schedule: Monday-Friday. hours vary 
Hours per week: 20 
Wage: $7.65/hour
Qualifications: Required - basic office 
software skills, self-motivation, ability 
to achieve deadlines an 
communications, jomfiiksw expert 
interest. Preferred/ typsigdesign skills, 
sales experience and database knowledge. 
Description: Entering potential % 
advertisers into Salesforce, e-mail » 
promotion, subscription support, qJjfcarch 
potential subscribers and volunte^X 
editorial support, review references cite 
review manuscripts to improvffHe^dabilit 
and review philanthropy blogs for possible 
contributions.
Application: Send class schedule, cover 
letter, resume and references to Teri 
Behrens, Editor-in-Chief of the Foundation 
Review at behrenst@gvsu.edu.
Not in Engineering or Communications? 
Continue to watch Grand Valley State 
University's job board throughout the 
summer. Opportunities will increase as 
the school year approaches. Contact 
your department add see if there are any 
internships in the area for the summer. 
Keep your resume up-to-date and submit it 
to potential employers in 
your field of .
interest.
With limited campus employment, students must 
seek work' elsewhere. A job qn the bus route 
eliminates the need tor a car and sa\/es on gas
Job: Food Service Assistant 
Organization: Public Museum of Grand Rapids 
Schedule: Flexible 
Hours per week: 15-30 
Wage: $8-$9/hour .
Qualifications: Required - valid driver's license 
Preferred - expenend? irr the food <MtiKMug[y 
Application: Available at Van An® Muset/m
Center ikkef desk. Resumes accpferWnly with 
completed application
Job: Food Concessions Workers 
Organization: John Ball ZooSooety 
Schedule: Flexible 
Hours per week: /(MO 
Wage: $7 40/hout
Qualifications: Excellent customer service, good 
mathjjkills, flexible hours, open to various tasks 
Application http://wwwjdhnbalizoosoaety.opg/ 
empkayment^hp " %. -MP*
job'Affiings in the area, view the
Michigan Works inboard at http7/ww^jgfijqv.
aMPtesi*- a My*3- •
HR
In vH
'ij
For those who need a break from campus, jobs 
offerintfootti summer employment and a place to 
stay* a few months are the way to go. Businesses 
; camps and hotels seek college students to 
work as counselors arxj resort staff.
fMay 26-
Job: Summer Camp <
Organization: Car 
Schedule: Live and i 
Aug. 10
Wage: $8
Qualifications: Must be 18 or older, First Aid 
and CPR.
Application: httpy/www.camptanuga.com, 
hr@camptanuga com or call (248) 543-6181 to 
arrange a personal interview
Job: Summer/General
Organization: Murray Hotel 
Hours per week: 40+
Wage: $8
Description: Positions available as desk clerks, 
office assistants, dock porters, housekeeping, food 
service and rotation workers.
Location: Mackinac Island
Application: http:// 
www.4mackmac. 
com/. Send completed 
applications to 
mackinac@mich. 
com.
YGVSU Athletics 
offers some 11 
varieties of youth 
summer camps
By Jenny Whalen
(]Vl. editor in Chief
College athletic seasons 
may be on summer hiatus, but 
the coaches and fields arc still 
in use.
As Grand Valley State 
University’s student athletes 
head home for summer 
vacation, hundreds of athletes 
ages 6 to 18 will flock to 
the Allendale Campus to 
participate in various sport 
summer camps.
“We have day camps, half­
day camps, overnight camps 
... there is no cookie cutter 
description for our camps,’’ 
said Sandra Jennings, an 
administrative assistant in 
GVSU Athletics. “They are 
all unique. There are different 
camps all day long with 
something for everyone.”
GVSU Athletics Director 
Tim Selgo said summer 
camps started at GVSU 
shortly after the respective 
athletic programs themselves 
were established, and as the 
programs grew, so did the 
demand for summer camps.
Camps are now offered 
for baseball, basketball, cross 
country, football, golf, soccer, 
softball, swimming, tennis,
volleyball and an all sports 
camp.
“Many of our sports teams 
have camps, and they serve a 
couple of different purposes,” 
Selgo said. “They are great in 
terms of teaching young people 
the sport, offering (them) the 
chance to learn and improve, 
provide more exposure to 
our programs and hopefully 
get more young people and 
their families involved in our 
programs.”
Selgo added coaches also 
use the camps to generate 
funding for their programs, 
either to purchase new 
equipment, or perhaps bring 
in another coach.
Jennings said she believes 
the camps serve as a recruiting
2009 GVSU Summer Camps
Baseball
Youth Baseball Camps 
Ages: 7-14
June 22-23, 24-25 and July
Shooting Camp - July 22 
Scoring Camp - July 23 
Ball Handing - July 24
Lakers Junior Golf Camp 
July 20-24
Boys and girls in grades: 1-7
tool for GVSU as well, by 
ottering coaches a firsthand 
kx)k at local talent as it 
develops.
She added all campsoffered 
this summer are already filled 
or close to full capacity.
“The unique thing about 
some camps is you don’t have 
a demand on the facilities,” 
Jennings said. “You can 
outsource your counselors and 
accept more participants.”
On a regular basis,GVSU’s 
camps draw students from 
across the Great Lakes area, 
instate and beyond.
“Growth (of the camp) 
depends on the economy and 
consistency of the sport,” 
Jennings said. “The success 
of the program and strength 
of leadership is reflected in the 
size of the camp.”
GVSU assistant coach 
Matt Yoches said he has seen 
a direct correlation between 
program strength and summer 
camp size.
“It doubles every year that 1 
have been here," Yoches said. 
“My first year, the youth camp 
had 25 kids, tfien 50, tfien over 
100. We're trying to set it up 
to have 200 this year. It’s just 
been growing 
each year, 
doubling in 
size.”
Assistant 
coaches act as 
coordinators 
for the camps, 
overseeing 
the details 
and hiring all 
counselors, 
who are 
typically coaches from around 
the country and former GVSU 
athletes.
Current athletes and student 
athletic trainers are also active 
in the camps.
“We employ our student 
athletes as much as possible,” 
Jennings said. “That’s part of 
the attraction, (participants)
want to be taught by people 
who know the program.”
Yoches said GVSU head 
coach Chuck Martin will
attend all the football camps 
and former Laker football 
players, who 
are now
playing pro­
fessionally, 
have also 
been invited 
back to take 
part in the 
camps.
Most 
camps begin 
in June
and July.
Brochures for individual 
camps as well as important 
dates and registration
information are available on 
the GVSU Athletics Web site 
at http://www.gvsulakers com/ 
camps/grva-camps .html.
editorial@ lanthorn jcom
“ ... there is no 
cookie cutter 
description for our 
camps. They are all 
unique.”
SANDRA JENNINGS
GVSU ATHLETICS 
ADMINISTRATIVE 
ASSISTANT
6-7
Men's Basketball
Shootout Camps 
Session I - Varsity only 
June 5 and 6
Cross Country
Cross Country Day Camp 
June 8-11 
Grades: 6-12
Cross Country Camp 
Grades: 7-12
Soccer
Day Camp
For boys and girls ages: 6-12 
June 22-26
Boys Team Camp 
July 19-22
mghLano Place
■■■■■■■■■■■■■apartments
Session II - JV and Varsity 
June 19 and 20
Boys Basketball Camps 
Day Camp 
June 22-25
Shooting and Ball Handling
Camps
June 10
Shooting Camp from 9 a.m.-1 
p.m.
Ball Handling Camp from 
2 p.m.-5 p.m.
Women's Basketball
Shoot Out
JV and Varsity Teams Only 
June 13
Premier Camp 
Ages: 14-18 
June 16-18
Team Camp
JV and Varsity Teams Only 
July 19-22
Day Camps 
Ages: 8-18
July 19-23
Football
Youth Camp - Session I 
Ages: 6-11 
June 15-16
Youth Camp - Session II 
Ages: 9-13 
June 17-18
Senior One Day Camp 
July 15
Twr) Day Camp 
Grades: 8-12 
July 16-17
Lineman Camp 
Grades: 8-12 
July 7-9
East Side Camp 
Grades: 8-12 
July 12
Golf
Lady Lakers Golf Camp
June 15-19
Girls in grades: 8-12
Adidas Elite Team Camp 
For boys and girls ages: 10-18 
July 19-23
Softball
Summer Day Camps 
Session I - Ages: 14-18 
June 23-24
Session II - Ages: 8-13 
June 30-July 1
Summer Skills Camps 
Ages: 8-18 
July 21 or 22 
Three sessions available
Swimming and Diving
Diving Camps 
Swimming Camps 
Summer Swim Lessons 
Jr. Swim Team
All Sports Camp
Little Lakers All Sports Camp
Grades: 1-8
July 13-16
Time: 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Gtc ‘SccOumc s4pJVit*UHt& i*t tAe Atevit <%£ ctouAHtauut
40S S£ ttetphU 616.234.0/OO
. earn.
3% discount for students and employees of GVSU
2790 Pineridge Dr. NW. Walker, Ml 49534 (616) 453-7999 
www.pinendge-apartments.com
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Brothers at Bat: Siblings team up at GV
‘Goofy’ brothers Ben and Jared Knuth enjoy their time together on the Laker men’s 2008-09 baseball team
By Matt Kuzawa
GVL Sports Editor
Playing on the same team is weird 
in itself for brothers Ben and Jared 
Knuth, two pitchers for the leaker 
baseball team.
However, the weirdness does not 
end there.
“My sophomore year of high 
school, I got a small taste of being 
on his team,” 
younger brother 
Jared Knuth, 
a junior, said.
“Now I truly 
understand how 
weird that kid 
is. It’s a lot of 
fun though. Not 
a lot of people 
can say that they 
played collegiate 
baseball at the 
DII level with 
their brothers, so 
it’s a pretty cool 
thing.”
The brothers 
played on the 
same team 
before, but only 
for one year 
while at St. Joseph High School. 
On the varsity team at St. Joseph’s, 
the elder Knuth, Ben, was a senior, 
and his younger brother was a 
sophomore.
As a transfer from the University 
of Pittsburgh, Ben Knuth sat out last 
season as a redshirt transfer. The 
senior said he enjoys playing with
his brother, especially because he is 
more relaxed.
“He’s kind of a goof ball.” Ben 
Knuth said. “You’re taught that in 
college sports you’re supposed to 
be real serious about stuff, and that's 
good when the time is right. But I 
found that 1 always _ 
play better when 
I’m real loose and 
not uptight.
“At Pitt
everyone was real 
uptight and wanted 
to impress scouts 
and things like 
that. Here, I’ve had 
a lot more fun and 
I’ve played better 
because of it.”
Starring at St.
Joseph’s High School, each went on 
to play at Grand Rapids Community 
College. Ben Kunth started the 
trend at Grand Rapids Community 
College, before transferring to Pitt, 
then ultimately landing at GVSU.
After seeing his brother 
successfully transfer from GRCC, 
Jared Kunth said he realized that 
might be the best option to receive 
the same recognition.
“I definitely am (playing in his 
shadow),” he said. “Look at him — 
he’s one of our best pitchers and he’s 
one of our leading hitters. And when 
I just get in, it’s a good thing. People 
think I would get mad because he gets 
all the playing time, but really I love 
every second of it. It doesn’t bother 
me at all; I like to see him succeed.”
However, they do not always get
along. Ben Knuth explained when 
they were younger they argued a lot. 
And even though they still argue, it is 
nothing serious.
He noted one recent argument as 
an example.
“I didn’t have my shoes and I 
wanted to use his, 
but he needed 
them for mnning 
or something,” 
Ben Knuth said. 
“We get annoyed 
with each other real 
quick, and then the 
next minute we’re 
completely fine.”
Jared Knuth said 
most fights usually 
end in laughter. 
“People see 
different sides of us on the baseball 
field, because we aigue a lot," he 
said. “Growing up, we’ve always 
gotten along, and pretty much have 
been best friends, shared a lot of the 
same friends in high school. We’ve 
always been pretty close.”
GVSU head baseball coach Steve 
Lyon said you can tell how close the 
brothers are to each other, however, 
he does not think either of them are 
as weird as one sees the other.
“I think they both just have a really 
good sense of humor and they keep 
things loose,” he said. “I think that’s 
the way you should play baseball. 
Not only does that help them perform 
better, but I think it keeps the rest of 
the players loose.
“In that respect they’re a valuable 
asset to the team, not even considering
farad Kratfi
“People think I 
would get mad 
because he gets all 
the playing time, but 
really I love every 
second of it.”
JARED KNUTH
GVSU JUNIOR
Courtesy Photo / Karen Knuth
Team Knuth: Best friends and brothers Ben and Jared Knuth spent the 2008-09 baseball season as pitchers on the Laker team
the things they do on the field.”
While both brothers wish the best 
for the other now, that was not always 
the case.
When they were young the two 
would gather their friends and play 
an adapted form of baseball they 
nicknamed “tenni ball,’’ using a tennis 
ball instead of a traditional baseball.
“We got in some pretty heated 
games," Jared Knuth said. “I would 
say, though he would tell you 
different, I definitely beat him the 
majority of the time. We would p>ull 
up the car and pretty much use it as 
a target for strikes, and put dents all 
over our little mini van.”
After a while, they began video 
taping the games and created a
highlight video.
As the leaker baseball team 
approaches NCAA tournament play, 
the brothers will finally finish the 
highlight video.
However, the brothers have no 
plans of going their separate ways 
anytime soon.
“We just moved in (together) and 
we already started getting at each 
other, so we’ll see how this next year 
turns out,” Ben Knuth said.
His brother better hide those 
shoes.
sports® lanthorn £om
Visit Lanthorn.com
for Sports Briefs
May 1tth-22nd: Free Cover Noor»-3pm
Discounted Dances From 6-9pm
May 21*23& F.»m Star ^
Way IB- 
Former Pro Wrestler
3 Shows 
9pm • 11
nmm
jiHipPli
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189 two and four-bedroom townhomes and apartments 
Bedroom/bathroom suites designed to accommodate one person 
Eight floor plans; barrier-free units and single-stall, attached garages available
Outdoor sportcourt and beach volleyball areas 
Club house and community room facilities
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Women’s crew strikes gold at Dad Vail
By Matt Kuzawa
GVL Sports Editor
Despite having the strongest team 
at the Division II level, the Grand 
Valley State University women’s 
rowing team had its sight on bigger 
things.
Back in September the team made 
a commitment to prepare themselves 
for Division I competition, training 
for 18 hours a week.
“They could have gone the easy 
route, and won the Division II race 
by 20 seconds,” said head coach John 
Bancheri. “The fact that these gals 
tix)k that chance to step up, was a big 
deal. It’s a quantum leap.”
Months of hard work paid off for 
the women as they struck gold at 
Division I in the Dad Vail Regatta, in 
what Bancheri described as the “de 
facto national championship for the 
smaller varsity, non-top 20 NCAA 
teams.” The Dad Vail Regatta is 
the largest collegiate regatta in the 
U.S. with more than 100 colleges 
and universities from the U.S. and 
Canada.
For rowers such as senior Sarah 
Zelenka, winning the school’s first 
Evelyn Bergman Trophy fulfilled a 
goal.
Courtesy Photo / John Bancheri
Division champions: The GVSU women's rowing team shows off their gold medals after winning the Dad Vail Regatta in Division I.
”l’ve been trying to get a gold 
medal for four years and 1 came up 
short for three years,” she said. “So 
this year its amazing to actually get 
my goal that I’ve had for so long.”
Even with a storied program as 
GVSU’s, it is the first time the school 
has won a varsity heavy weight 
eight event at a national competition. 
Bancheri said it is by far the biggest 
win in school history and his career.
“It’s the biggest thing that’s ever 
happened in my career and I’ve been 
coaching for 32 years,” he said. “I’ve 
had a lot of good boats and a lot of 
success in my career, but that was 
absolutely fantastic.”
GVSU’s Division II club program 
consists of “true amateur athletes,” 
making the win against top Division 
I Varsity programs, with full-ride 
scholarship athletes even bigger.
Bancheri said.
“Not just scholarship players, but 
we’re talking about kids that rowed 
in high school,” he said. “Every one 
of our kids learned to row at Grand 
Valley. Our women’s team is 100 
percent walk-ons.”
Zelenka said the athletic ability 
may not be different between Division 
I and Division II athletes, but the 
equipment and perks definitely are.
with multi-million dollar boat houses 
and newer boats.
“The difference between the full- 
scholarship athletes and other athletes 
is that the club athletes are doing it 
because they want to do it,” she said. 
“The scholarship athletes — maybe 
some of them are doing it because 
they’re getting paid to do it. I don’t 
know if it’s effort, or just heart, but 
there is a difference I think between 
the club and scholarship athletes.”
For Bancheri, the win was even 
sweeter to be in Philadelphia, just 
an hour away from his hometown, 
Atlantic City, N J., where he coached 
for almost 12 years.
“It was weird coming out (to 
GVSU) at first but then I realized that 
1 was sent to a gold mine," he said. 
“1 just have to dig it out. Then, to go, 
back to Philadelphia and win that, we 
were the talk of the town for a few 
days. It’s pretty dam cool.”
Bancheri now has his sight set on 
bigger things for GVSU.
“Everybody keeps asking me 
when I’m going to move back east,” 
he said. “(But) we still have a lot 
more to accomplish. I want to be the 
Harvard of the Midwest in rowing.”
sports @ lanthorn jcom
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GV professor's 
short story 
wins notoriety
PEN/O. Henry Prize Stories 
collection selects writing 
professor Caitlin Horrocks ’ 
tale as best of genre for ‘09
By Lauren Fitch
GVL Managing Editor
Each year, 20 fictional short stories from 
literary magazines across the country are singled 
out as the best of their genre and collected into 
the PEN/O. Henry Prize Stones
* Caitlin Horrocks. assistant writing professor 
at Grand Valley State 
University, joined the 
ranks of these honored 
authors this year with her 
short story, “This is not 
your city.”
“It’s very exciting,”
Horrocks said. “It’s a huge 
surprise and validation of 
my work. The best part is 
many people will get to 
read it now.”
She said she was proud of her story and 
pleased it has been recognized in this way, 
jvhich she said will be helpful as she continues 
her writing career.
Horrocks cited anywhere and everywhere 
as being inspiration for her stories, although her 
travels sparked the idea for “This is not your 
city,” which was originally published in Western 
Michigan University’s literary magazine Third 
Coast.
The story is about a Russian mail-order 
bride living in Finland. Though Horrocks said 
the talc is not autobiographical, she admits it 
was inspired by the story of people with whom 
she had close contact.
* After two years of being involved in the 
GVSU Writing Department, Horrocks said
lirfti f t»m«
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Courtesy Photo / Random House 
Prize: The winning works are published together
receiving the PEN/O. Henry Prize is important 
to her students because they need to see their 
professors actively involved in the field.
Horrocks’ first short story was published 
three years ago and she advises other budding 
authors to be persistent,
“You have to be thick-skinned and honest 
with yourself about when something isn’t quite 
ready, isn’t your best,” Horrocks said.
Winners of the PEN/O. Henry Prize have 
their stories included in that year’s collection 
and are invited to an awards ceremony at the 
Lincoln Center in New York City.
While Horrocks described the selection 
process as “wonderfully mysterious,” Laura 
Furman, an English professor at the University 
of Texas at Austin, dissolves the mystery as the 
sole editor of the O. Henry Prize series.
Furman, who picked her first collection in 
2(X)3, said more than 200 literary magazines 
send in their selections throughout the year, and 
she then narrows the field to 20 winners.
“The choice of stories is up to my taste and 
judgment,” Furman said. “Of course, when I’m 
considering choosing a particular story, I ask if 
it’s as strong as certain past winners.”
Horrocks plans to publish her first book, a 
collection of short stories also titled “This is not 
your city,” in November.
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UICA Screen Shots
A snap shot of upcoming documentary selections at the UICA
“Hunger" (2008)
Opens May 15 
Directed by: Steve McQueen 
Running time: % minutes 
Language: English
The film follows life in the Maze 
Prison in Northern Ireland 
during the 1981 hunger stnke 
led by Irish Republican Army volunteer Bobby Sands 
(Michael Fassbender). Sands, along with other prisoners, 
participates in a no wash protest, which is intended to 
win political status for Republican prisoners. The plot 
dramatizes the senes of events that occur in the prison 
six weeks prior to Sands' death.
"Explicit Ills" (2008)
Opens May 22 
Directed by: Mark Webber 
Running time: 87 minutes 
Language: English
Set in the Philadelphia streets,
'Explicit Ills' follows four inter­
connecting stories revolving 
around love, drugs and poverty during the course of 
one summer. Characters include the asthmatic 7-year- 
old Babo, his teenage neighbor Demetri, art student 
Michelle (Frankie Shaw), and Jill (Naomie Harris) and 
Kaleef (Tariq Trotter) The characters come together in 
their fight for affordable universal health care
EUTiid^i
'Tokyo!" (2008)
Opens May 29 
Directed by: Michel Gondry, 
Leos Carax and Bong Joon- 
Ho
Running time: 110 minutes 
Language(s): Japanese,
French (English subtitles)
'Tokyo' is an anthology of three short films by directors 
Michel Gondry and Leos Carax of France and Bong 
Joon-Ho of South Korea These three filmmakers come 
together to examine and offer commentary on the nature 
of the city of Tokyo as it is shaped by the people who 
live there
GARDEN "The Garden" (2008)
Opens June 5
Directed by: Scott Hamilton 
Kennedy
Running time: 80 minutes 
Language^): English, 
Spanish (English subtitles)
The film highlights the political and social battle fought over 
the 14-acres of city-owned land developed by residents in 
a California neighborhood into one of Amenca's largest 
community gardens In 2003, the land was sold back to 
its onginal owner who planned to develop it. Residents 
organized their efforts to stop the development
Script and Screen 
Writing Class
i-sr.vv-
Tuesdays, June 2-July 28, 2009 (9 vyeeks) 
6:00 9 00 p.m.
Wisner Bottrall Applied Technology Center 
S575 .' ■■■; ?v • .' > v
Cinuid R.ipk
Ct
\ >1 lc‘< V
To register go to grcclearn.com 
or call (616)234-3400.
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Industrial rock: Powerman 5000 is the featured group of Club 131's May 23 cage fighting, hard rock show
Club 131 revamps Grand 
Rapids’ entertainment scene
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By Jenny Whalen
GVL Editor in Chief
Grand Rapids boasts great variety in the 
club scene, but the city’s most recent addition, 
Club 131, fits no one classification.
An extension of the Deltaplex, the new Club 
131 is the city’s first three-part entertainment 
venue. Unlike other one-showclub^^gkkB 
offers guests an 
Upoa^^B"
in games fund mWinteractive activities 
the fe»m.t; pe; i nice. Following tl
guests I n ontinij to the after party, 
in Cluf^^^^
“(Cl 
said Jol 
Eight E 
of an evt 
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In add^ior^to t
The capacity of Club 131 is approximately 
2300 people, and because the venue is an 
extension of the Deltaplex, overflow can be 
funneled into the larger arena.
“We want to bring in variety and niche 
specialty shows without that huge financial 
obligatiorC^iu^iten ><•>*]. vVre not confined
add more to the concert expwiciki than ni-.i
f : .> ■ the Deltaplex
ffl
the club 
supplements^*
“It’s goiA to 
something 
Kun/ said, 
entertainmen 
second class
to bring the names and 
doesn’t always see.”
Plans for Club 131 begaOi fall 
the venue's officvloncjjifl^MM I1' ^ay 23.
“The idea steirfmed trom the fact that we 
were really limited if we wanted to bring in 
(more niche) acts, because you have to fill up 
7,000 people at the Deltaplex and 15 XXX) at 
the Van Andel,” said Jerry Tarrants, operations 
manager for Regent Broadcasting. “(Club 131) 
gives us the flexibility to host up-and-coming 
bands without the financial burden of filling an
[nallest rooms 
, are booked.
to include 
some sort 
wner of D 
I do to 
iting - to 
^■than the 
ing.”
hard 
group's 
ational 
Id in the Dataplex
|r show,” Kun^said. 
low^irdub 13 June
Senerationiuu*r^t1 ll'ft will take on an 
Tnd feature ABC. Wang Chung, 
"Cutting Crew and Heaven 17.
“I would like (people) to view the venue as 
no label,” Tarrants said. ‘Too many times you 
go to a dance club and just dance, but Club 131 
can be anything.”
Prices and age restrictions vary per show.
For more information on Club 131 and its 
shows visit the Web site http://www.deltaplex. 
com/events .htm.
editorial@ lanthorn jcom
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A guide to Memorial Day parades, services and celebrations in West Michigan’s cities and towns
Coopers ville
Parade:9: ajn. on May 25
Cooperwdle Marne Railway 
Sixth annual Veteran’s Free Trvop 
Train
Departure time: 11 am. and 1:30
pm. on May 25
'Die station opens at 9:30 am. 
;ukI passengers are asked to bu> 
tickets at least 20 minutes prior to 
departure.
The Veteran’s Troop Irani 
honors veterans of all wars and eras 
in a reenactment of the troop trains 
of World War II. ?
Veterans nde tree and are 
encouraged to wear whatever parts 
of their uniforms that still fit. 
fk Non veteran fares: $6,50,
children under 2 ride free
Grand Haven
Serviee: 6 pm. on May 24 at the 
Second Reformed Church at 1000 
Waverly St Memorial Day chaplain 
and veteran Rev. John Kenny from 
First Reformed Church will preside.
Parade: 9:30 am. on May 25
Firehouse sirens and tolling of 
the church bells will signal the 
of die parade.
Coast Guard color guard of 
Grand Haven will lead the parade 
down Washington Street from 6th 
St. ink) the Waterfront Stadium
A short ceremony, including a 
speech by LCDR Robert Hemp, 
USCG. will honor dei eaited veterans
following the parade
“Gen. Logan s Memorial Day 
Orders," Lincoln’s “Gettysburg 
Address" and "In Flanders Field” 
will be read along with the names of 
deceased area veterans.
The Grand Haven High School 
Band and soloist Paul Slajus will 
play various music, and the sound 
of TAPS will accompany the flag 
raising on Dewey Hill and at the 
stadium.
Grand Rapids
Parade- 10 am. on May 30 
The parade steps off at 
OverpassofN. Div ision and M ichigan 
Avenue in downtown and continues 
south to Fulton Street and east to 
Veteran’s Park, where a ceremony 
will follow. Tie Third Michigan 
Volunteer Infantry Company F will 
march in the parade
Holland
Parade: 9:30 am. on May 25 
The parade travels from 8th Street 
and River Avenue to Columbia 
Avenue, then south to 16th Street and 
east to the Pilgrim Home Cemetery.
Preparade music by the 
American Legion Band.
Jettison
Parade: 9 a m. on May 25 
The parade travels along 
Baldwin Street from 20th Avenue to 
Cottonwood Drive.
Celebrate: Crowds watch a parade pass 
25th annual Ahnibucs 5A Run 
E Packet pick-up and registration 
at 6:30 am.-7:30 am. on race day. 
Race starts at 8 am. from Jenison 
Junior High \Wr
Winners receive trophies and 
cash prizes.
Kalamazoo
Parade: 10 am on May 25 
The paratle steps off at the 
intersection of Church Street and 
Michigan Avenue before heading 
east to Riverview, north to Gull 
Road and east to the ceremonial site 
at Riverside Ceremony.
Courtesy Photo . lenison, Mirh.
Cavalry: Mounted police ride in a past Memorial Day parade in Jenison, Mich
Rockford
Parade: 9 am on May 25 
The parade starts at the 
Community Cabin on Monroe Street 
and is followed by a ceremony at the 
Rockford Cemetery.
Saugatuck
Parade: 9 a.m. on May 25 
The parade travels down Butler 
Street in downtown Saugatuck.
The Wonder Bread Yean: 8 pjn. 
on May 23
Comedy show featuring former 
“Seinfeld" writer Pat Hazed. Visit 
http://sc4a.org for tickets.
Weekend Concert Series: May 
22-24
Each night features a different 
artist at the Saugatuck Center for the 
Arts at 4(X) Culver St.
Walker
Parade: noon on May £5 
The parade mute will travel 
along I iike Michigan Drive between 
Lincoln 1 awns and St. Clair.
1 Compiled by Jenny Whalen
GR Water Festival to use music to highlight green issues
Courtesy Photo / flickr
Blue protection: The water festival features musical performances to aid fundraising
By Abby Hartig
GVL Staff Writer
The Grand Rapids Water Festival 
is a hybrid of music and environmental 
advocacy and education.
Bands such as Hawks and Owls, 
Breathe Owl Breathe, and Seth 
Bernard and Daisy May, among 
others, will perform at the festival.
The event also features 
environmental speakers between 
musical performances, as well as 
an assortment of tables and exhibits 
from eco-friendly vendors and local 
environmental action organizations.
The executive director of the 
West Michigan Environmental 
Action Council, Rachel Hood, said
the council is really pleased to add 
the festival to the many venues of 
outreach they use to further their 
mission and focus on protecting 
water.
“Our - water resource isn’t just 
an environmental or even a quality 
issue; it’s an economic issue, and 
water resources are what make this 
community unique.” Hood said.
The water festival has great 
importance in bringing together 
people who are passionate about the 
issues, and serves to remind them to 
get active and hopefully contact their 
congressmen to attempt to affect 
change. Hood added.
The festival is a good place to 
get people more actively involved
in campaigns about protecting water 
resources, said Kym Spring, an 
organizer of the Water Festival.
For Spring, the festival truly lives 
up to being “A Celebratory Call to 
Action.” because out of all the events 
she has been involved with, she said 
this has been the most positive.
The festival is a creative way to 
affect positive change and educate 
the public about what needs to be 
done, and what they can do to help 
the effort.
The free festival will be held 
at Riverside Park in Grand Rapids 
on June 20.Visit http://www. 
grandrapidswaterfesti val.org/ for 
more information.
aharti%@ lanthorn c om
Grand Valley Lanthorn MARKETPLACE
CLASSIFIED RATES
DEADLINES: Noon Tuesday for Thursday 
E-mail your classifieds: dassifieds@lanthorn.com
ftranD Vallfp I,Hit limn
0051 KIRKHOF
Allendale Campus
331-2460
Cals taken Monday-Fnday, 9-5
VISA mr
Announcements Opportunities Housing Housing Housing
Attention Lanthorn Readers: All 
archived issues of the paper are 
now $20. Please call ahead 
(616-331-2460) to allow time for 
archive retrieval and have pay­
ment ready at the time of 
pick-up.
Entertainment
Deja Vu . Great Specials! Ravine 
@ Douglas in Kalamazoo. Call 
today for more info! 
269-344-5311
Rothbury Music Festival, July 
2-5, 2009. Tickets on sale now 
at www.rothburyfestival.com. 
Special 2 day Sat-Sun tickets 
available now!
Come to WILD WEDNESDAYS 
at Wenger’s Bowling Lanes 
from 8PM-1AM. $1.00 
Bowl-$1.00 Pop-$5.00 Pitch­
ers^.00 Bombs. For more in­
formation call (616) 454-4482.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Services_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Be smart! Stop by Biggby’s on 
your way to class! N 4814 Lake 
Michigan Dr. 616.895.2075. A 
great place to relax, work on 
homework and enjoy one of our 
great beverages!
Brian’s Books, Saving you cash 
on your textbooks and whole lot 
more! There is a difference, just 
ask upperclassman. Why not 
give us a try this semester? 
Next to the watertower, 4282 
Pierce Street, Allendale. 
616.892.4170
C3 Express, open for spring 
and summer. Monday-Thurs- 
day: 8am - 2pm. Enjoy snacks, 
sandwiches, salads, baked 
goods, candy, coffee, bever­
ages and more! 
www. g vsuf ood. com
Wondering when your favorite 
on campus dining places are 
open during the summer? Go to 
www.gvsufood.com for hours, 
menus and more!
Your service here! Place a 
classified! 616-331-2460
Everyone has a story. Learn 
how to tell yours. Script and 
screen writing class, Tuesdays 
June 2-July 28. To register go 
to grcclearn.com or call (616) 
234-3400
_______ Birthdays_______
Happy Birthday to these 
May-born celbrities! May 1: Tim 
McGraw, May 6: George Cloo­
ney, May 9: Steve Yzerman, 
May 12: Melanie “Sporty Spice” 
Chisolm and Emilio Estevez 
May 15: Paul Rudd, May 17: 
Bob Saget, May 21: Mr. T, May 
24: Joe Dumars, May 31: Joe 
Namath.
Employment
Join the FedEx ground team as 
a package handler! Part-time, 
$9-$10 to start, scheduled 
raises! Apply in person at 3378 
Three Mile Rd. in Walker, Ml.
Internships
Want to reach great students for 
internships? Place a classified! 
Call 616-331-2460
Apartments For Rent: 2-4 bed­
room rentals available August 
1st. All within walking distance 
of Pew Campus. Monthly rent­
als for nearly every budget. 
Most units have been renovated 
within the past year and include 
washer/dryer and dishwasher. 
Call for details. We are showing 
these units now. Deposit and 
signed lease hold until August 
1. Please call 616 293 4886.
Looking for a place to live next 
fall? Campus View Apartments 
and Townhomes offers you the 
closest off-campus housing for 
a great price. Now leasing for 
2009-2010. Stop by the leasing 
office or call 616-895-6678
Downtown Living at affordable 
pricing! The Lofts offer charac­
ter, comfort, and beauty. Lo­
cated on 26 Sheldon Blvd. SE 
Grand Rapids. For more infor­
mation call 616-234-0100. 
HUGE units available at Bolt- 
wood Apartments! Free satellite 
television w/HBO, basketball 
and volleyball courts, pet 
friendly, GVSU bus stop in front! 
Call 616-895-5875 or visit 
www.campusvillage.com
Score big savings at Pineridge 
Apartments. We have single 
story apartments close to 
GVSU. Approved pets OK. For 
more information call 
616-453-7999.
The Village at 48 West. Limited 
Availability-Stop in Today! 
Rates starting at only $395! 
616.895.2400 or
www.48west.com for more info.
Think fast - think FedEx.
Fed Ex Ground. Thinking about some fast cash and help with college7 
Join the fast-paced FedEx Ground team as a part-time Package Handler. 
You'll work up a sweat, and in return get a weekly paycheck, tuition 
assistance, and more!
Multiple Shifts to fit your 
busy schedule!
Shift Times:
4:00 am. 900 a.m.
500 p.m. - 10:00 pm.
* Start and end times may 
vary by one hour
Please apply n person between 
9:00a m and 4O0pm Monday 
through Thursday
We are located at 
3371 Three Mile Road NW 
Walker, Ml 49534
P/T Package Handlers
18 years or older 
Ability to load, unload, and 
sort packages
Part-time, 5-day week 
$9.00 or $10.00 to start, 
scheduled raises
$1500 in Tuition Assistance 
After 60 Daysl
•'" FedEx co<-
Ground
rfffni
AND APARTMENTS
Calm. Quiet. Peaceful.
Best Value 
on Campus!
2 &4 Bedroom units
Some units include
all utilities
DSL available in ALL units!
Visit us on the web @ GVTownhouses.com
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4 Bedroom Units
Starting at $250 per person
Walk out townhouses with patio 
Washers & Dryers in every unit 
Less than 2 miles from campus
Call 895-4001
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